
THE COVID-19 FOODSERVICE IMPACT MODEL

hereaccess it

https://apps.datassential.com/covid19/


For FOODSERVICE SUPPLIERS, click here 
to determine the impact on your business

You can choose to compare the new 2020 forecast with 
either 2019 Actuals or the 2020 Pre-Covid estimate

Download an Excel-based version of this tool.  We 
generally recommend using the web version, but 

it’s easier to copy / paste from the Excel.

Base your 2020 Forecast on either Datassential’s recommended 
assumptions, or customize with your own assumptions

Toggle this to include the impact of a 
second wave of infections & lockdowns.



FOR FOODSERVICE SUPPLIERS…

You can also compute the probable impact of COVID-19 on your 
business, based on your focus on each industry segment.

Simply enter the % of your total business that each segment 
represents, and a NET IMPACT will be calculated automatically.  

This number approximates the impact on your business for the 
2020 year (versus what a normal 2020 would have looked like), 
based on the segment weightings you provide.



Max Daily Impact
change in sales volume for that segment at the height of the 
pandemic

Start Date
date when CV19 began to dramatically impact that segment's 
business

Resume Date
date when segment starts to re-open and traffic begins a 
process of reverting to the norm

Ramp Days
# of days after the resume date required to restore previous 
or “new normal” business levels

Post-Ramp Baseline
continued daily sales impact versus pre-CV19 once ramp-up 
has been achieved (“new normal”)

ASSUMPTIONS6

2nd Wave Impact (optional)
Toggle whether a second wave will occur, and the impact it will have 
relative to the first wave.  For example, a value of 30% indicates that the 
second wave will be 30% as strong as the first wave.

Use the Datassential recommended assumptions or 
customize the model your own.  Here are the six 
variables you can adjust for each industry segment.


